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ABSTRACT The term “prion” was originally coined to describe the proteinaceous
infectious agents involved in mammalian neurological disorders. More recently, a
prion has been deﬁned as a nonchromosomal, protein-based genetic element that is
capable of converting the copies of its own benign variant into the prion form, with
the new phenotypic effects that can be transmitted through the cytoplasm. Some
prions are toxic to the cell, are able to aggregate and/or form amyloid structures,
and may be infectious in the wild, but none of those traits are seen as an integral
property of all prions. We propose that the deﬁnition of prion should be expanded,
to include the inducible transmissible entities undergoing autocatalytic conversion
and consisting of RNA rather than protein. We show that when seen in this framework, some naturally occurring RNAs, including ribozymes, riboswitches, viroids,
viroid-like retroelements, and PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs), possess several of the
characteristic properties of prions.
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M

ammalian prions: a classical deﬁnition. The studies of a peculiar class of
infectious diseases in mammals, i.e., transmissible spongiform encephalopathies
(TSEs), and the hunt for the elusive agent that causes these diseases, resulted in the
notion of an infectious protein, or “prion.” The known prion-caused TSEs include kuru,
Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease, Gerstmann-Straussler-Scheinker syndrome, and fatal familial
insomnia in humans, as well as scrapie, bovine spongiform encephalopathy, chronic
wasting disease, and several other related diseases in mammals. The early evidence in
favor of the protein-only agent for scrapie was based on the observations that the
infectious subcellular fraction was highly resistant to UV irradiation, unlike the nucleic
acids (summarized in reference 1), that the protocol for puriﬁcation of the infectious
moiety required the conditions used to purify certain proteins rather than RNA, and
that the estimated molecular weight and other properties of the main component of
such a fraction were close to that of a modest-size protein rather than, for example, a
virus nucleic acid (2, 3). This was backed up with experiments designed to exclude a
role of small infectious RNAs, in particular viroids, in the etiology of scrapie (4, 5). As
early as in 1967, John S. Grifﬁth outlined several possible mechanisms by which a
protein could become inherited as a nonchromosomal genetic element. One of those
hypothetical mechanisms stated that a prion is a modiﬁed form of a cognate cellular
protein, which may bind to the normal form of the same protein (in the simplest case,
forming a heterodimer of one prion and one normal copy of the protein) and then turn
the normal form into another copy of the prion (6). This predicted mechanism was
borne out by the evidence and is at the core of the current deﬁnition of any prion.
In mice, which are susceptible to the sheep scrapie disease, the Sinc gene controlling
the incubation period of the disease was identiﬁed in 1968 (7). In 1982, it was shown
that Sinc encodes protein PrP, which copuriﬁes with the prion fraction (2). Animals
lacking the PrP-encoding gene are generally not susceptible to the TSE agents, have a
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normal life span, do not show abnormalities in the neural system, and do not propagate
the prion. In contrast, when animals that encode the wild-type PrP are infected with the
TSE agent, they accumulate protease-resistant aggregates of PrP in neural tissues.
These aggregates consist of the prion form of PrP, designated PrPSc, which has a high
percentage of residues within ␤-sheets and a large protease-resistant core compared to
the normal soluble form PrPC. The ␤-sheet-rich amyloid aggregates of PrPSc can be
obtained in vitro from puriﬁed recombinant derivatives of PrPC. Indeed, a line of mice
has been developed that, when injected with these aggregates, shows the signs of the
disease, and their brain extracts are infectious to many mice lines (8), ﬁnally concluding
Koch’s triad (see reference 9).
Thus, the canonical deﬁnition of prion may include the following: a prion is a protein
that is encoded by the cell but is either benign or possibly useful to the organism,
hence the preservation of its gene in the genome. Infrequently, it may be transformed
into a disease-causing or toxic prion form; the complete set of factors that cause such
a transformation is not known but may include physiological stress. Prion causes the
conversion of other, benign forms of the same protein into the prion form, i.e., it
propagates within the organism, and it is also transmissible to other organisms or
sometimes to a different species. The known mammalian prions form amyloids and
cause neural phenotypes (Table 1). Notably, the whole infectious cycle does not require
any template-directed ampliﬁcation of a nucleic acid, other than the synthesis of the
mRNA that is translated into the benign form of a protein.
A broadened deﬁnition: prions in fungi. Many extrachromosomal genetic elements, including nucleic acid-based viruses and plasmids, are known in the budding
yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Another subset of yeast cytoplasmic inherited factors
have been shown to resemble prions in several ways. In one of the ﬁrst examples, the
extrachromosomal element [URE3], which manifests itself by interfering with nitrogen
catabolite repression, cannot propagate in the yeast mutant strains lacking the chromosomal copy of the URE2 gene (10). The product of URE2, a glutathione peroxidaselike protein, Ure2p, is able to bind to two transcription factors and thereby repress the
genes encoding the subsystem for the utilization of suboptimal nitrogen sources
whenever nitrogen is in abundant supply. The phenotype of the ure2 mutants, i.e., the
derepression of the systems for utilization of poor nitrogen sources, is the same as the
phenotype of [URE3], even though there is no [URE3] in ure2 cells. This led Reed B.
Wickner to the idea that [URE3] is a prion of the Ure2p protein—the form of Ure2p in
which the “normal” repressor function of the protein is disabled, but the ability of
[URE3] to convert Ure2p into extra copies of [URE3] is activated (11). Indeed, [URE3] has
been shown to consist of the conformationally altered Ure2p, which can convert
“normal” copies of Ure2p into more of [URE3] and form amyloid (12, 13).
In the last 25 years, many other proteins with prion-like behavior have been identiﬁed in yeast and other fungi; two of the best-studied ones are [PSI] of S. cerevisiae, the
prion form of Sup35 protein that is one of the two subunits of the translation
termination complex Sup35-Sup45 (14), and [Het-s] of Podospora anserina, the prion
form of the HET-s protein involved in heterokaryon incompatibility, a cell death reaction
preventing mating of genetically distant strains and likely protecting the cells from
infection by exotic viruses and plasmids—an example of a beneﬁcial prion (15). The
molecular mechanisms of the prion-like behavior of those proteins in vivo and in vitro
have been studied in some detail, and the debates on the possible biological role of
prions, most of which seem to be disadvantageous to their hosts, are ongoing (16–21).
With the extension of the concept of prion to the proteins conferring inheritable
phenotypes to yeast and other fungi, the prion deﬁnition was modiﬁed (Table 1 and
Fig. 1). The neural diseases are not applicable to yeast, and even the disease/sickness/
loss of ﬁtness in the host is not universal in yeast prions—in the expanded deﬁnition,
these are replaced by a screenable phenotype. Other integral components of the prion
deﬁnition, however, still hold true for the yeast prions. Speciﬁcally, prion proteins are
encoded by cellular genes; the benign form of a protein may be converted into a prion
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Phenotype is
inducible

Phenotype/condition
is transmissible
Yes
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inducible
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transmissible
Causative protein is
encoded chromosomally,
but prion is inherited
extrachromosomally
Benign and prion
forms are the
same at the
sequence level

Prion RNA converts
a benign form of
the same RNA to
the prion form

Maybe
Not applicable

Yes

Not universal?b

Nob

Prion form converts
a benign form of
the same protein
to the prion forma

More induction under
stress condition
Transition to prion
state increases
the proportion
of parallel beta
strands and the
rate of amyloid
formation

Rare conversion of
RNA from benign
to prion form

Yes

Phenotype/condition
is transmissible
Yes; RNA prion is
encoded chromosomally
but inherited
extrachromosomally
RNA processing
is allowed

RNA prion
deﬁnition in
this work
RNA is associated
with a speciﬁc
phenotype not
due to its encoded
protein
Phenotype is
inducible

Rare conversion
from benign to
prion form

Protein processing
is allowed

Expanded prion
deﬁnition: fungi
and other
organisms
Protein causing
a speciﬁc
phenotype

Classical criterion
of a prion in
mammals
Disease-causing
protein

TABLE 1 Criteria and deﬁnitions for prions
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Can be
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Not applicable

Yes; glmS transcript
stays inactive
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cleave in trans

Yes. glmS ribozymeriboswitch self-cleaves
to activate gene
expression

Yes, by cell
division
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engineered
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Yes; precursor
transcripts do not
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transcription, but
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Primary siRNAs induce
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increases the
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and other
organisms
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Not applicable
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RNA prion
deﬁnition in
this work
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property may be observed in vivo and in vitro; other prion properties depend on cell (mal)function for full expression.
in yeast ProB.
cNot applicable to any of the yeast prions.
dDistinguishes prions from other infections agents (viruses, plasmids) but does not distinguish prions from the cases of normal gene regulation.
eThis is true only if the prion form is inactive; if prion is active, then its phenotype is similar to gain of function of the encoding gene.
fDistinction between benign and pathogenic form may be less clear if the mechanism of action of viroids is through small RNA.
gsiRNA, small interfering RNA.
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FIG 1 Protein prions and RNAs that may behave like prions. In all panels, the dark blue lines and shapes
indicate the benign forms of proteins or RNAs, red lines and shapes indicate the prion forms, solid
arrowed lines indicate the direction of the reaction, and broken arrowed lines indicate the autocatalytic
cleavages (gray for the relatively inefﬁcient reactions and black for the more efﬁcient ones). (A) A general
scheme of protein prion induction and propagation. The benign form of a protein is converted into the
prion form only rarely and spontaneously (left), but once formed, it is able to turn more copies of the
benign form into the prion form (center), and in many cases to form aggregates in the cell (right). (B)
The “Viennese prion.” (C) A putative prion-like derivative of the glmS ribozyme/riboswitch. The GlcN6Pdependent version described in the text is shown. The green letter G indicates the GlcN6P ligand. The
engineered ribozyme requires the presence of a ligand for activity but cleaves with reduced efﬁciency
when acting in cis, and with relatively high efﬁciency when acting in trans. (D) A putative viroid-derived
system engineered to possess prion-like properties. The concatemeric plus-strand viroid RNA is transcribed from the integrated DNA copies (black wavy lines). The engineered HHR region within the viroid
RNA processes the concatemer into the unit-length viroids with reduced efﬁciency when acting in cis,
and with relatively high efﬁciency when acting in trans. (E) Prion-like properties of the ping-pong
mechanism of piRNA production. The genomic copies of piRNA clusters and evolutionarily related active
transposon copies are shown by black wavy lines, and the enzymes from different protein families that
process the piRNA precursors into the mature piRNAs are depicted as gemstones of various colors.
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conformation either spontaneously and rarely, or with higher frequency by the action
of another copy of a prion; and the prion-associated phenotype is transmitted between
cells together with the prion form of the protein. In addition, three operational criteria
have been proposed that help to identify candidate prions (22): (i) prions in yeast may
be revealed by the fact that the rate of their emergence is increased when the cognate
gene is overexpressed, (ii) prions in yeast are often reversibly curable, and (iii) prion
phenotype mimics the loss-of-function phenotype of the cognate gene (the last,
however, is true only if the prion form is the one in which the normal function of a
protein is inactivated; if prion is the active form of a protein, this will manifest as a gain
of function).
The molecular properties of the benign and prion protein forms in fungi are of
particular interest in the context of the new deﬁnition of a prion. Though many fungal
prions contain protein segments that under some circumstances can form speciﬁc
amyloid-like, proteinase K-resistant arrangements of parallel in-register ␤-sheets in vivo
and in vitro, this has not been shown for all prions. Moreover, yeast prions do not have
to form amyloid at all. Such is the case of the vacuolar protease B (PrB, encoded by the
prb1 gene), which is synthesized as an inactive zymogen precursor that must be
activated through the sequential removal of regions at both termini by another
protease (protease A/Pep4p) and by a mature copy of PrB. In the strains where Pep4p
is deleted, mature Prb1p can in rare cases activate its own precursor. This conversion
of an inactive to active form can propagate within a cell and pass between cells,
satisfying the deﬁnition of a prion (23, 24); in this case, the prion, called [␤]—no
connection to ␤-sheets in amyloids—is the same as the active form of protease B. In the
absence of Pep4p, [␤] is required for survival in stationary phase and for meiotic
sporulation. With the admittance of [␤] to the class of prions, the deﬁnition of a prion
must be modiﬁed again, to allow that the chemical composition of the prion and
nonprion forms does not have to be exactly the same—protein processing may be
permitted. This should not be seen as an unprecedented departure from the prion
conventions, given that the posttranslational processing events, such as glycosylation,
play a role in the expression of the infectious phenotypes in mammalian PrP (25). The
case of prion [␤] argues for omitting the amyloid formation from the list of essential
properties of a prion. Two other recently described yeast prions, [SMAUG⫹], the
product of the Vts1 gene, and [ESI⫹], the product of the Snt1 gene, also do not appear
to form amyloids, though both may form other kinds of aggregates (26, 27).
Can there be RNA prions? We propose to take another step in expanding the
deﬁnition of a prion and admit the possibility of the prion-like behavior in another class
of biopolymers, namely, RNA. Even though RNA for a long time has been seen primarily
as a carrier of genetic information or facilitator of protein synthesis, it is now clear that
RNA molecules may perform catalytic and regulatory functions that do not involve
encoding proteins but instead rely on the enzymatic activity, ligand-binding ability, or
capacity for dynamic structural rearrangements of RNA itself. In the rest of this paper,
we outline the deﬁnition of an RNA prion and review several classes of RNA that may
come close to satisfying this deﬁnition.
Most criteria for a protein-based prion can be generalized for RNA (Table 1, “RNA
prion deﬁnition in this work”): an RNA prion is encoded by the cellular gene but
inherited extrachromosomally; it has a phenotype that is due to the function of the RNA
itself, not of its encoded protein, if such protein exists; and the phenotype mediated by
an RNA prion is inducible and transmissible. RNA prions have two forms, a benign and
a phenotype-causing one; analogously to the case of the protein prion [␤], conversion
between the benign and prion form of RNA may involve RNA processing. The benign
form may undergo a rare conversion to the prion form, perhaps stimulated by stress or
other external factors. When the prion form is already present, the rate of conversion
of benign copies to prion form increases.
Several of the above properties have been observed in some naturally occurring or
computationally designed RNA molecules. We next review four cases of the RNAs that
July/August 2020 Volume 5 Issue 4 e00520-20
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may come close to satisfying the expanded prion deﬁnition. We note that, as with yeast
protein prions, a neurological phenotype is not required for an RNA prion, and neither
is amyloid formation.
“Viennese prion.” Stefan Badelt and coworkers have presented the results of a
computational design of an RNA satisfying the following condition: the molecule must
be bistable, i.e., it must preferentially be in one structural state when it is a monomer
and preferentially adopt another structural state when it is in a dimer (28). Thermodynamic calculations have been done to determine the stability of both forms and ensure
that they are separated by a ridge on the folding landscape, without any local free
energy minima close to either of the two stable conformations. The designed putative
RNA prion (the authors modestly called it “an RNA with prion-like properties”) is a
circular RNA consisting of 49 nucleotides, which exhibits an extensive pairing in both
conformations. One form, called S1, persists as a monomer, while the other, S2, has two
stem-loops that are likely to hybridize via a kissing-loop interaction when present on
two different molecules, stabilizing the S2 form in a dimer. The two loops are sterically
unlikely to interact when they are in the same molecule, but either of the loops can
enter a kissing interaction with the complementary sequence on another copy of S1.
Such a complementary region is partly occluded by alternative base pairing within S1,
but its interaction with S2 melts this alternative pairing, forcing S1 to change its
conformation into S2 (Table 1 and Fig. 1). These properties, once realized in a physical
RNA molecule synthesized in vitro, will satisfy several criteria of an RNA prion; of course,
biological and genetic criteria, such as the phenotype caused by this “Viennese prion,”
as well as the conditions of its induction and curing, may only be considered after
introduction of such a construct into a living cell.
Self-processing riboswitches: the glmS example. Riboswitches are structured
regions that are found in the noncoding portions of mRNAs in all three domains of life.
In bacterial and archaeal mRNAs, riboswitches are more often located in the 5=
untranslated regions (UTRs), and in eukaryotic mRNAs, they are found mostly in the 3=
untranslated regions and in introns. Many riboswitches regulate gene expression,
typically by binding small metabolites and inducing changes in the synthesis or stability
of the mRNAs in which they are embedded (29, 30). In an elaboration of this theme,
a riboswitch from the 5= UTR of the mRNA of the glmS gene, conserved in many
Gram-positive bacteria, was shown to self-cleave in the presence of glucosamine-6phosphate (GlcN6P). The glmS open reading frame encodes glutamine-fructose-6phosphate amidotransferase, which is the terminal enzyme of GlcN6P synthesis. Selfcleavage of the 5= UTR in the glmS mRNA exposes the transcript to degradation,
therefore ensuring the shutdown of metabolite production when it has accumulated in
the cell (31).
Various derivatives of the glmS riboswitch-ribozyme have been designed experimentally or selected in in vivo evolution experiments, including the forms active in the
absence of GlcN6P and a variant efﬁciently cleaving its own copies in trans (32, 33). It
is conceivable that these properties could be combined to generate new RNAs, which
may display prion-like behavior. One version of such a putative RNA prion would be
active in the presence of GlcN6P; in such a case, one could engineer an embedded copy
of the ribozyme that cleaves inefﬁciently in cis but releases a product that cleaves the
embedded copies of itself more efﬁciently in trans. The RNA prion then would be
inducible by GlcN6P, the prion infection would propagate in the cell, and the RNA
prions transferred into another cell would initiate prion formation there, as long as
GlcN6P is present (Table 1 and Fig. 1). This would provide the same catabolite
repression phenotype as the one mediated in cis by the unmodiﬁed glmS ribozymeriboswitch, except for perhaps different response kinetics. In a GlcN6P-independent
version of glmS, the released copy of the ribozyme could be engineered to be more
active than the embedded one; this would be essentially a toxic prion, similar to the TSE
prions and many yeast protein-based prions.
July/August 2020 Volume 5 Issue 4 e00520-20
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Viroids and viroid-like elements. By the end of the 1960s, Theodor O. Diener
characterized the ﬁrst of a new class of plant pathogens constituted by a naked small
circular covalently closed RNA molecule (34). Since that seminal discovery, about 45
different viroid species have been described and classiﬁed into two taxonomic families
according to sequence similarity and functional properties (35). The mature circular
form of viroids (which superﬁcially resembles the secondary structure of the S1 form of
the “Viennese prion” described above, though viroid genomic RNAs are longer) is
infectious and transmissible between cells and organisms. Members of the larger
Pospiviroidae family replicate in the nucleus of susceptible cells via a rolling-circle
mechanism, relying on the cell for the three enzymatic activities required for the
replication cycle: a DNA-dependent RNA polymerase as replicase, an endonuclease to
process the oligomeric intermediates into monomeric genomes, and a ligase to close
these monomers into mature circular molecules (36). The members of the smaller
Avsunviroidae family replicate in the chloroplast and also require the replicase and
ligase activities from the cell, but they do not require a cellular endonuclease, as they
all encode, in genomic and antigenomic strands, self-cleaving hammerhead ribozymes
(HHRs), which process the oligomers into genomic monomers.
The HHR also has been described in other viroid-like molecules, such as the
viroid-like satellites of nepoviruses and luteoviruses (also known as virusoids) and
human hepatitis ␦ virus RNA. Interestingly, several tandem cDNA copies of a viroid-like
molecule known as Carnation small viroid-like RNA (CarSV) are embedded into the DNA
genome of a plant pararetrovirus, Carnation etched ring virus, and, via the integrated
copies of this virus, have made their way into the genomes of carnation plants (37–39),
satisfying the criterion of a genome-encoded factor. Unlike most bona ﬁde viroids,
these viroid-like molecules require the assistance of a helper virus to ensure their
reproduction and transmission among hosts.
The HHR is composed of a catalytic core of conserved nucleotides ﬂanked by three
helices, two of which are involved in essential tertiary interactions that facilitate the
self-catalysis of the phosphodiester backbone (40). In recent years, an increasing
number of noncoding circular RNAs, varying in size between 100 and 1,000 nucleotides,
have been reported in both plants and animals; all these genetic elements contain
self-cleaving functional HHRs and have been called “retrozymes” and suggested to have
evolved from Penelope-like retroelements which also harbor HHRs (34, 48).
It has been established long ago that “prions are not viroids,” in the speciﬁc sense that
there is no small viroid-like RNA associated with the protein fraction that transmits TSE, and
that various inactivation experiments with mammalian infectious prions suggest the pattern of sensitivity typical of a protein, not of viroid RNA (4). However, if the deﬁnition of
prion is extended to genetic elements made of RNA, it becomes evident that some real-life
viroids of the Avsunviroidae family and viroid-like molecules containing HHR either display
or can be engineered to display several prion-like features.
During the replication cycle of HHR viroids, cleavage turns the nontransmissible RNA
multimers of the genomic-strand RNA into the infectious entity, the unit-length circular
RNA, thus satisfying the requirement of the self-mediated conversion from the benign
to prion form. The wild-type viroid HHRs are inactive when in monomers, but synthetic
derivatives of the hammerhead ribozymes that are able to cleave in trans, usually at a
reduced rate, have been obtained (41–43, 48).
A system consisting of a genomically integrated concatemer of a viroid-like cDNA,
engineered to be expressed in an inducible fashion but, as in the case of CarSV, unable
to replicate autonomously, would go a long way toward satisfying an RNA prion
deﬁnition (Table 1). Such a system, although derived from a viroid, would not require
RNA replication for the infectivity and prion-like behavior—the transcription of the
gene integrated in the host genome will sufﬁce, just as in the case of the protein prions.
To confer even more prion properties to a CarSV-like RNA, its relative rates of cleavage
in cis and in trans would have to be reversed, so that a noninfectious multimeric
transcript is processed into the unit-length forms in cis only rarely, but the mature viroid
July/August 2020 Volume 5 Issue 4 e00520-20
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would cleave in trans more efﬁciently (Fig. 1). In such a design, the prion property of the
entire system would be maintained by an HHR-containing RNA element that propagates itself by cutting the benign multimeric RNA forms that the cell produces by
transcribing the integrated concatemers; the products of the processing are the
unit-length viroid-like RNAs. It is likely that the knowledge about viroid-encoded HHRs
is already sufﬁcient to engineer such a construct, which could serve as another model
of an RNA prion in vivo.
Small piRNAs produced by ping-pong mechanism. The PIWI-interacting RNA
(piRNA) pathway is a gene silencing system that is thought to protect animal germ line
cells from the deleterious effects of the activity of transposable elements (TEs). Experiments in the fruit ﬂy have shown that the gamete development is dependent on
the expression of a speciﬁc fraction of small (23- to 30-nucleotide) RNAs, which are
complementary to transposable elements and some other genome repeats. Such small
RNAs are also found in the reproductive tissues of vertebrate animals, and in all species,
they are associated with the members of a particular clade of the Argonaute proteins,
the PIWI family, from which the name piRNA is derived (44). Multiple piRNAs are
genomically encoded, typically by piRNA clusters, which are the loci of deleted or
nested copies of DNA transposons that have lost the ability to transpose. Transcription
of either one or both DNA strands in these clusters produces piRNA precursors, which
are bound by a cascade of RNA-binding and RNA-compartmentalizing factors and then
processed into the mature “primary” piRNAs by at least two RNases. The primary piRNAs
associate with three proteins from the PIWI clade, and interestingly, the sequences
bound to the fruit ﬂy PIWI-clade proteins Piwi and Aubergine on the one hand and
Ago3 protein on the other hand show orientation bias, different terminal sequences,
and 10-nucleotide overlap (44, 45). These and other observations led to the idea of the
ping-pong model, in which the piRNAs derived from the transcripts from one DNA
strand aid the formation of complementary overlapping piRNAs, which are produced
from the transcripts encoded by another strand. Since piRNA clusters are derived from
the defective TEs, the full-length transcripts from the nondefective TEs are also targeted, and ping-pong ampliﬁcation simultaneously generates more piRNA and silences
the target TEs by inactivating their transcripts (as well as by other mechanisms,
reviewed in reference 45, that are not considered here).
If we stretch the RNA prion framework somewhat further than in the three previous
examples, the system of piRNA production may reveal certain features in common with
prions. In this view, the long precursor transcripts of the primary piRNA loci may be
seen as the inactive form of the prion; with RNA processing being permitted as part of
the prion lifestyle, the piRNA would be the active form of a prion beneﬁcial to the cell
(Table 1 and Fig. 1). Primary piRNAs induce the production of more copies of themselves; the ampliﬁed secondary piRNAs can be transmitted between cells and, at least
in the nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, between generations (46).
Here, we examined the plausibility of expanding the deﬁnition of a prion beyond
what has been done before, to include the inducible and transmissible RNA agents that
can autocatalytically convert themselves from inactive to active form. We have shown
that several designed or naturally occurring classes of RNAs come close to satisfying
such a deﬁnition. One might disagree with the appropriation of the term “prion” to
something that is not made of protein (note, however, that “prion” as an acronym of
“proteinaceous infectious agent” is itself malformed—see discussion in reference 47).
Linguistic concerns notwithstanding, we think that adding a new dimension to the
concept of prion helps to assess the robustness of the concept itself, as well as its
applicability to various phenomena in molecular biology. In addition, the analysis
presented above immediately suggests several new modalities with interesting properties, which may be constructed and tested by synthetic biologists.
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